
Cle Elum Weigh Station 
 

 

Cle Elum westbound is one of our Ports of Entry (POE) located mid-state on I-90 and is 
considered state of the art. It is one of our newest facilities and has modern technology such as; an 
HVAC system, office space that is adequate for the personnel stationed there, modern computer, 
electrical and plumbing systems. The offices in the inspection building are also used to house our 
Compliance and New Entrant Investigators. These units do investigations on new companies and 
investigate the companies that are out of compliance with Federal and State trucking rules. It is 
equipped with modern signage to alert the Commercial Motor Vehicle (CMV) driver as to whether 
they need stop or may continue on.  It includes an external CMV Inspection building which includes 
a pit that allows us to walk under the vehicle. It has Weigh in Motion (WIM) and Commercial 
Vehicle Information Systems and Networks (CVISN) technology that is used to screen CMVs and 
determine who should enter our facility for inspection and who should bypass. The need for 
technology is ever changing and needs to be monitored regularly.  
 
WIM is utilized at 11 facilities, and is a system that compels the driver of a CMV to move to the 
right lane where the WIM is located. WIM consists of scales in the ground, License Plate Reader 
(LPR), and a roadside computer which can read the license plate to identify the company and get the 
weight of the vehicle on each axle as it passes over the scale, as well as an overall weight. This is 
done at highway speed, (60mph) and is almost instantly transmitted into the scale facility and to the 
CVISN.  This allows our system to determine which CMVs need to come into the facility for further 
evaluation and/or inspection. CVISN has been in place in Washington since 1998, and has recently 
been replaced by Innovative Technology Deployment (ITD). Washington State Patrol (WSP), in 
cooperation with Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT), uses a federal grant 
to fund some of the items needed to run this screening system. 
 
The technology needed to run this kind of sorting system is essential to our operations, to allow us 
to monitor, and inspect CMVs that are most in need of inspection. It also allows companies that are 
operating in compliance or who have a history of compliance to bypass our scale. This keeps the 
CMV moving to its destination which reduces cost to the company and driver, reduces the number 
of trucks exiting and entering interstates and state routes and also reduces the wear and tear on the 
infrastructure.  
 
The benefit of this type of facility allows the WSP to provide a high level of CMV monitoring, 
screening, inspection, and enforcement in an area that has a significant CMV presence. They need to 
be screened and properly monitored not only because they are operating on our roadways and safety 
is a primary concern, but also because they are going to be travelling over a mountain pass and 
ultimately into some of our most densely populated areas. Going over the pass is not only 
challenging for a CMV in the winter months, but because of the size and the geography of the pass, 
can be treacherous even when weather is not a concern. This is among the same concerns we have 
for the North Bend area and why we have a plan to construct a facility there. Currently, there is no 
facility located on eastbound I-90 in the Seattle area. There is a plan in place to construct a facility in 
the North Bend area as part of the I-90/SR 18 interchange project and it is supported by WSP and 
WSDOT.  It is also included in the bid for the companies desiring to do the interchange project.   
 
Cle Elum has over one million trucks per year that pass by, due to location and lack of bypass. In 
some of the areas where we have facilities, there are roads that allow the CMV to exit before they 
get to our stations and go around us to avoid detection and screening.  The term we use is bypass 



routes, which is an industry phrase that is used nationwide. Cle Elum, because of the geography, 
there are no bypass routes to avoid detection and screening. We have technology that can be 
deployed to address the areas in the state where bypass is occurring. The system is called Virtual 
Weigh in Motion (VWIM), the WSP has two deployments currently that are showing good results. 
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